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thousands panic because underground caverns (why so often under-
ground?) are being prepared beneath Walmart stores for the day that
the United States military seizes portions of Texas? Yes, ihis has

always been a problem, witness the Martian scare of 1938, or, better
yet, the belief that there had been a Martian scare in 1938. But Orson
Welles wasn't in the White House. The Martians had not landed on
Main Street and set up iheir own cable news channels.

But post-humanist critiques of the Enlightenment were not the

genesis of the political assault on truth mounted by those who had

earlier mounted a political assault on post-humanist critiques of the
Enlightenment. Those who sought to destabilize deep-seated racial
reasoning were not responsible for the rise of alt-right racism. Those

among us who offered rigorous analyses of regimes of truth and

power were not arguing that there is no such thing as truth; we were

arguing about what truth is and how it comes to be that way.

So, we saw this thing coming, and here it is. What is to be done?

It's not that we haven't been troubling ourselves with these ques-

tions all along. We sometimes got really bad answers from our liter-
ary inteìlectuals. The Fugitives' I'll Take My Stand, Wallace

Stevens's "Owl's Clover," T. S. Eliot's After Strange Cods, all serve as

instances of our ìiterary men serving us badly. And Pound. . . . It was-

n't just men; Stein too gave readers reason to suspect that being a rev-

olutionary poet did not mean that an artist had any clearer vision of
ethics than, say, Harry Truman.

We sometimes did better. There was the example of Kenneth
Burke, who at least gave us more stringent measures of our own rhet-

oric, and following him was someone like Frank Lentricchia in work
like Critícism and Social Change. There was Sartre ínWhat Is Liter-
ature atd other works. The very Derrida, so derided by revanchist
politicos, in his late works on ethics and political thought brought
the most demanding logics to bear upon questions of writing and

social responsibility.

In the end, we have to concede that the poet and the critic have no
more or less responsibility than does the grocer or the tax attorney or
the Uber driver, and yet each has an area of responsibility in the voca-

tion that will differ in its particulars. Or to be more accurate, each

vocation affords particular opportunities to exercise responsibility,
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opportunities too often declined or perverted. You can choose to be
a Burke, but many will choose to be Breitbarts.

Brietbart the scrivener. The one who would prefer that we not.
The Bannon who would deconstruct us.

But among us is a better angel, perhaps a fallen angel with enor-
mous, moth-eaten wings, perhaps an angel receding in terror from
something looming bghind us, but a better angel nonetheless, none-
theless persisting.

Our critiques of Enlightenment reasoning may have taught us

that we cannot count on an arc of the moral universe bending toward
justice, that we cannot cou.nt on history having an arc. Justice, Iike
iruth, like ethics, is a thing we make among ourselves, and it can all
too easily be unmade. What we call justice is itself dependent upon
regimes of power, and one supposes this is why we tell ourselves that
we have to speak truth to power. But we also need power.

Foucault argued that power is everlwhere, and he was right, but
power is not equally everywhere. There is tremendous power in
poetry but little power in the hands of poets. There have been poet
revolutionaries, even acknowledged poãt legislaiors, but the seizing
of state power is not something most writers have given themselves
to in study and practice.

I have always told students that the first responsibiliiy of the
scholar is to be responsible as a scholar. This can be as simpie a thing
as "review others as you would have them review you," as straightfor-
ward a matter as always representing the words and works of others
accurately and fairly, as complex a matter as never putting forward an

argument without first having tested it thoroughly. Still, there is a

transferable skill in this, and a greater responsibility available to be
taken up.

Those of us who have given ourselves to ihe language arts can vol-
unteer for a responsibility to those arts and to language. This is not a

question of purifying the language of the tribe; to the contrary, it is a

ceaseless battle against those who speak of tribes and of purity when
it comes to language. I was once drafted; but I did alternative service.
We have before us an alternative in service to our arts and to our fel-
low citizens. We can choose to persist in the struggles against those
who would make of our human-made truth another matter in
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another service. We can show fact being made, and we can unmake

"alternative fact." We can do what we have always been accused of

doing; we can use our words to break ihe bonds of the undemocratic

powerful, of the unelect, of the self-serving self-important. We are

none of ,rs under any illusions about the power of a poet to make rad-

ical political change, but we know there is a reason that so many

regimes have locked up and executed so many poets.

I "- pr.r"hing to the choir, but as someone who spent his child-

hood in the Baptist church I have learned an important lesson. The

choir sings better when the preaching is powerful. And nothing

moves a congregation like a greal choir. We must raise up great

choirs in our midst. '
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IEAN-MICHEL RABATE

Response lo Paideum¿. When we founded Slought, a non-profii
organization engaging various publics in dialogues about art, cul-
ture, and socio-political change, some fifteen yeårs ago, I barely
remembered Pound's concept of "paideuma." Now that I look back
and consider what we have done, I realize that our wish to launch
more than a gallery but also create a space (a partly virtual space in
the cloud, and partly real; that is, corresponding to rooms and build-
ings where we can show art and projects)-not limited io the US
since we have worked in other countries and had shows in Turkey,

Israel, Germany, France, Pakistan and China-a space capable of
hosting an institution trying to build social irust through collabora-
tion and the exchange of ideas-ihis concept embodies what Pound

used to call "ideas into action." We also live and work in Pound's

hometown, if Philadelphia can be called this-it is at least the city
and the university where his intellectual development began. Our
own Paideuma can be accessed and queried at slought.org. For over

a decade, we have worked with artists, communities, and institutions
worldwide so as to develop projects that encourage advocacy, agency,

and the sharing of knowledge. Our values may be slightly different
from the Confucian canon extolled by Pound and still very much
alive in South Korea today, for we include "Exception" (for our proi-
ects are conceived as thought-experiments that resist classification)

and "Resistance" (knowing that we cannot disengage from existing

social and cultural systems, we nevertheless foreground questions of
ethics and institutional politics). Of our nine combined values-we
always ask our audiences to assess and rank the projects we present

in terms of these nine values-the remaining six would please Pound

most. These are "Display" (for us, presentation must include new

forms of experience, encounter, and participation), "Urgency" (we
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